PRESIDENT'S REPORT – October 2012 General Meeting
The sad news from last month was the passing of Cyril Crutch. Cyril had been in the Club for over 20
years and had received his OBE. I walked a couple of times with Cyril and always found his cycling
tales inspirational. I understand his funeral was well attended by Shoalhaven Bushwalkers. Tony and
Peter are organising a plaque to be placed at one of his favourite bushwalking locations - Squirrels
Lookout above the Shoalhaven River opposite Coolendel.
Colleen McIntyre has stepped down from being our Librarian and I thank her for managing and
carrying our library books around for the last few years. Fortunately Dennis Gray jumped at the
chance to hold this coveted position when I approached him and I thank him for accepting this role.
Shortly after the AGM in August, Brett and I attended a Department of Fair Trading seminar on
Incorporated Bodies. We gained a better understanding of what Incorporation involves and found
that we were required to keep a few more records than we currently did – including the names of all
committee members for the past seven years, and membership lists for the past seven years as well.
Because electronic records are as valid as written records, Brett has now added a PDF file of the
committee members for the past 7 years to the Members Only section of the website. We have also
added PDF files of full membership lists as at June for the past three years – 2010, 2011 and 2012 –
and in the future we will be saving and adding lists of all members as at 30th June each year.
Recently I received a request to complete a National Training Survey from Bushwalking Australia
which is considering the development of a national training program that would be made available
to clubs to train walk leaders and people new to bushwalking. We are affiliated through the
Confederation of Bushwalkers NSW to Bushwalking Australia. The survey basically asked what we
are doing now to train leaders, what topics should be included in training, whether we would like to
do the training ourselves or have it done by outside trainers, how much would we be prepared to
pay for the training and would we like our leaders to be accredited. I said that we would prefer to do
training of leaders ourselves, that we wouldn't want to pay anything and that we are totally opposed
to leader accreditation as it imposes unwanted and unnecessary restraints and additional demands
on our leaders who are doing an excellent job already.
Following on from that, our club will be having a Leaders and Prospective Leaders Training Evening
on Wednesday January 30th next year in this hall. Details are still to be finalised but it will include a
screen presentation on all the useful leader information, forms and guidelines available on our
website.
The proposed new walk gradings that members were asked to give feedback on have now been
accepted, as the overwhelming majority of responses were in favour of the change. There have been
some minor tweaks and changes to the gradings in response to the feedback received. These new
gradings will be effective from the Summer program and those on email will soon receive the final
version of these gradings, which are also available from our website. Those who do not receive
emails will find them in the next Ettremist. These gradings are meant as guidelines only - to help all
members (especially new members) decide what walks they are best suited for. For leaders they
may take a bit of getting used to when describing a walk, but I think that everyone will find the new
gradings to be simpler and specific. They are not intended to replace full descriptions of walks, which
give a better indication of the difficulty of a walk than a simple grading system can ever do. A

suggestion from Kynie is that after each walk from now on, all participants should have a quick
discussion about the grading of the walk they have just completed. This will help leaders and walkers
get on the same wave length.
The 'Bushwalker' magazine has requested articles for the November edition by October 12. If anyone
has something interesting they would like to write up for inclusion, let me know and I can forward it
on.
I hope my future reports won't need to be this long.
Karen Davis

